July 7, 2023

Weekly Construction Activities, week of 7/9/2023

The Malone Family Tower

Gilman Street between Congress and A streets will be closed from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on July 20 and July 21 to allow construction crews access to work on the sidewalk/curb tip downs at each corner of Gilman and Congress. Signs will be in place as well as flaggers. The Gilman Street neighborhood will still be accessible via A Street.

- Bean Bridge enabling work continues.
- Roofing continues on Level 3 as weather permits.
- Metal panel soffits on the bed floor overhang continues and fiber cement panels on the west façade install completes, weather permitting.
- The atrium skylight glazing (glass install) continues.
- Millwork install continues on the first floor.
- Finish work on the first floor continues and includes ceiling grid, ceramic wall tile and flooring.
- Ceiling grid work continues on the third floor patient rooms.
- Laminar flow air systems continues in the OR ceilings on the second floor.
- Interior, framing and in-wall inspections are taking place on a weekly basis on floors 3, 4 and 5.
- Pre-fabricated headwalls continue to be installed in patient rooms on the fourth & fifth floors.
- Drywall install continues on level 4.
- Framing and drywall continues on patient rooms on Level 5 and SPD Level 6.
- Installation of electrical, mechanical infrastructure and information technology cable tray and conduits continue on multiple floors.
- Low voltage IT/IS cabling on multiple floors continues.